Purpose and Criteria

**Purpose of the Award:** Recognizes a national security operations research professional who has played a major role in strengthening the profession. Winners have distinguished service over time to the profession of national security operations research and have demonstrated sustained excellence as leaders and managers in the conduct of national security operations research, resulting in significant contributions to the security of our nation.

**Criteria for Eligibility:**
1. Distinguished service over time to the profession of national security operations research.
2. Enhancement of the image and substance of national security operations research as a unique scientific discipline and as a means for broadening the vision of national security decision makers.
3. Sustained excellent performance as a leader and a manager in the conduct of national security operations research, resulting in important contributions to the security of our nation.
4. Extension of individual knowledge and talents to others in the profession of national security operations research leading to improvement of our profession’s analytic capabilities and managerial competence.
5. Contribution to the institutional aims, goals, and professional status of MORS, leading to long-term enhancement of its role in providing a forum not otherwise available to the community.
6. Not presently serving actively as a MORS Sponsor or Board Member.

If you know of an exceptional individual who is deserving of this award, please forward the information indicated on the nomination form below electronically to: Arch Turner at arch.mors@gmail.com.

**Nomination Form**

**PART I**
a. Name of Nominee
b. Address, e-mail, and phone number
c. Date and Place of Birth
d. Present Position
   (1) Title, Grade, or Rank
   (2) Organizational Location
   (3) Immediate Supervisor
(4) Activity or Station
   e. Brief Description of Duties and Responsibilities
   f. Resume of Previous Awards and Honors
   g. List Representative of Published Papers, Articles, or Books

PART II
Description of nominee's contributions - should include a positive statement of the value of the contributions to the national security operations research community in general and to MORS specifically.
(Please specifically address the first five award criteria for eligibility.)
Name and Title of Nominator

PART III
A recommended citation noting the contributions.